Friday is FUNDAY at Nannypalooza
Join us on Friday afternoon for the following optional activities. This is ALL
included in your registration. Stop by and get the most out of your weekend.

Jobapalooza:
As a nanny, you always need to be prepared for the next adventure. Join us for this
unique experience to be ready for your next position. Whether you are job searching
now or not- it pays to keep your paperwork ready to go!
From 12:30 to 2:30 Job Prep Bootcamp Answers to all your job search questions!
In the main ballroom, tables will be set up so you can visit experts and nanny leaders and get
one on one advice and counsel. Pop in for a quick refresher or spend a little time and really dig
in!
Feedback on your resume or portfolio
Mock mini interviews
One on one consults
Your Nanny Resume consults

From 2:30 to 4:30

Get a head shot photo- there may be an
additional cost for this
A to Z Nanny contracts consults
Homework Solutions consults
Chat with leaders of our industry

Job Fair and Agency Meet Up

Visit the best agencies around! Some of Nannypalooza’s best friends will be set up and ready
to meet with you. Stop by and chat about positions open right now or just make a connection
for the future.

Bonus- snacks will be available in this room during this time
Bonus Bonus- come in and talk to at least 5 agencies and be entered to win
$200 cash!!

Extra Sessions:
We are also happy to o er 2 extra bonus workshops:

1:00- 2:15 Group discussion Nanny Manager/Family Assistant
3:00- 4:15 Addressing Gender Bias in the Early Childhood Space.
A candid conversation identifying ways adult language and modeling can
teach unconscious gender bias as well as discouraging self-con dence, and
positive body image for the children in our care. This workshop will provide
some tools to modify our approach and create a safe, open, inclusive
environment for both the families we serve and society at large.
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Stop by the registration table anytime from noon Friday to 4:00pm to get
your registration folder and swag bag.

